
THEORY OF DISTRIBUTION AND FACTOR PRICING: 

 

The theory of distribution or the theory of factor pricing deals with the determination of the 

share prices of four factors of production, viz., land, labor, capital and organization. 

  

Four Factors of Production, in Economics: 

  

(i) The share of land, is named as Rent. 

  

(ii) The share of labor as Wages. 

  

(iii) The share of capital as Interest. 

  

(iv) The share of organization as Profit. 

  

The four factors of production in cooperation with one another produce annually a net 

aggregate of commodities, material and non-material. This we name as national income. The 

national income is to be shared among the four factors of production which have contributed 

to this production. In the theory of distribution, we are chiefly concerned with the principles 

according to which the price of each factor of production is determined and distributed. 

 

In the words of Chapman: 

  

"The Economics of distribution or the pricing of factors accounts for the sharing of the wealth 

produced by a community among the agents or the owners of the agents which have been 

active in its production". 

  

Distribution is Functional and not Personal. I would like to make it clear that the pricing of 

factor of production discussed here is functional and not personal. By this we mean that when 

the reward of each factor is distributed, it is not paid to an individual but to the agents or 

factors of production. The individual may represent in his person as landlord (if he used his 

own land), the labor (if he works himself), the capitalist (if he has contributed his capital) 

and. the entrepreneur (if he organizes the business). The price of land, labor, capital and 

organization which is termed as rent, wages, interest and profit is in fact their functional 

income. They are the costs from the point of view of the firm but income from the point of 

view of factors of production. 

  

Why a Separate Theory of Factor Pricing? 

  

It is often pointed out that the price of a factor of production is determined, like the price of a 

commodity, by the equilibrium of forces of demand and supply, If the demand of the 

particular factor rises, other things remaining the same, its price goes up and vice versa. The 

other economists who differ with this view are of the opinion that the theory of value is not 

applicable in its entirety to the pricing of factor of production. They believe that on the side 

of demand there is similarity between the two, because the value of a particular commodity 

and the price of a factor of production are governed by marginal utility and marginal 

productivity respectively. But on the side of supply, much difference exists between them. On 

the side of supply, the price of a particular commodity is determined by its marginal cost of 

production. But in case of labor or an acre of land or a unit capital, it is not possible to 

ascertain exactly its costs of production. The other dissimilarity between the two is that the 

supply of a factor of production cannot be readily adjusted as we can do in the case of a 

commodity. For example, if the demand of a particular type of labor increases or the rent of 

land rises-up, it will not be possible to increase their supply immediately. 
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In the words of Marshall: 

  

"Free human beings are not brought up to their work on the same principle of a machine, a 

house of a slave. If they were, there would be very little difference between the distribution 

and the exchange side of value". 

  

Thus, we come to the conclusion that though the value of the commodities and the prices of 

the factors of production are determined by demand and supply yet, due to some differences 

of the factors of production on the side of supply, there is a need for a separate theory of 

distribution. 

 

Theories of Factor Pricing: 

The theory of factor pricing is concerned with the principles according to which the price of 

each factor of production is determined and distributed. The distribution of factors of 

production can be of two types, namely personal and functional. Personal distribution is 

concerned with the distribution of income among different individuals. It is associated with 

the amount of income generated not with the source of income. For example, an individual 

earns Rs. 20,000 per month; this income can be earned by him/her by wages, rents, or 

dividends. On the other hand, functional distribution is associated with the distribution of 

income among different factors of production as per their functions. 

It is concerned with the source of income, such as wages, rents, interests, and profits. In 

regard of distribution of factors of production, there are two theories, namely marginal 

productivity theory and modern theory of factor pricing. 

Marginal Productivity Theory (Neo-Classical Version): 
  

The marginal productively theory is an attempt to explain the determination of the rewards of 

various factors of production in a competitive market. The marginal productivity theory of 

resource demand was the work of many writers, it was widely discussed by many economists 

like J.B. Clark, Walras, Barone, Ricardo, Marshall. It was improved, amended and modified 

later on. The final version of the theory as stated by Neo Classical economists is given below. 

  

Definition and Meaning: 

  

By marginal productively theory of a factor is meant the value of the marginal physical 

product of the factor. It is worked out by multiplying the price of the output per unit by units 

of output. 

  

Formula: 

  

VMP = MP x P 

  

Value of Marginal Product (VMP) = Marginal Physical Product x Price 

  

The marginal productivity theory contends that in a competitive market, the price or reward 

of each factor of production tends to be equal to its marginal productivity. 
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Explanation: 

  

The demand for various factors of production is a derived demand. The resources do not 

usually directly satisfy consumer wants. They are demanded because these help in producing 

goods and service's. An entrepreneur while hiring a factor of production calculates the 

contribution which it makes to total production and the amount which has to be paid to it in a 

competitive market. An individual firm cannot influence the price of the factor of production. 

It has to take the ruling price in the market as given. The firm can employ as many number of 

factors units as it wishes at the ruling price of the factor. 

  

It has been observed that as a firm hires increasing amounts of a variable factor to a 

combination of fixed amounts of other factors, the marginal productivity increases up to a 

certain stage of production and then it begins to decline. The buyers of a factor of production 

while deciding whether one more unit of factor should be employed or not, compares the net 

addition which it makes to total revenue and the cost which has to be incurred on engaging it. 

If the marginal revenue product of a factor is greater than its marginal cost, the entrepreneur 

will employ that unit because it earns more than what he has to spend on employing the 

additional unit. 

  

As he employs more and more units of factor of production, the marginal revenue 

productivity increases up to a certain limit and then it begins to decrease. On the other hand, 

marginal cost decreases as production is expanded. After a certain point, when business 

becomes difficult to manage, marginal cost begins to increase. When both marginal revenue 

productivity of a factor and its marginal cost are equal, (MRP = MC) the entrepreneur stops 

giving further employment to a factor of production. 

  

The last variable unit which an employer just thinks it worthwhile employing is called the 

marginal unit and the addition made to the total production by the employment of the 

marginal unit is called marginal productivity or marginal revenue productivity. The 

entrepreneur will pay the remuneration to each factor of production according to its marginal 

revenue productivity. 

  

Schedule and Example: 

  

The marginal productivity theory is explained with the help of a schedule: 

  

Demand for a Factory or Resource (Daily): 

  

Units of 

Resource 

(Labor) 

(1) 

Total Product 

Meters 

  

(2) 

Marginal 

Productivity MP 

  

(3) 

Product Price ($) 

P 

  

(4) 

Total Revenue 

  

  

(5) 

Marginal 

Revenue 

(Product) 

 (6) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

15 

20 

23 

25 

26 

26.5 

8 

7 

5 

3 

2 

1 

5 

  

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

80 

150 

200 

230 

250 

260 

265 

80 

78 

50 

30 

20 

10 

5 

  



Rule For Employing a Factor of Production: 

  

An entrepreneur is to maximize profits. While hiring any resource, he compares the marginal 

revenue product of a factor with the additional cost he has to pay. So long as the marginal 

revenue product is greater than the marginal cost of the factor, he will continue hiring it. 

When the MRP of the factor is equal to its MC, he will stop engaging more labor. The firm at 

this point will be in equilibrium and maximizing profit. In the table above, the entrepreneur 

adds more to its total revenue than to total cost up to the fifth unit. When he hires the sixth 

labor, the MRP = MC. The firm here is in equilibrium and maximizing profits, In case, the 

7th worker is hired, the MRP is then < MC. The firm suffers loss and is not reaping the 

optimum profit. 

  

Least-Cost Combination of Resources: 

  

There are a number of resources which are required for the production of a commodity. The 

entrepreneur can maximize his profit only if the least cost combination can be arrived at by 

equalizing the ratios between the marginal products and the prices of the different factors of 

production. If the ratios differ, then it is in the interest of the employer to make necessary 

adjustment by employing more of one factor and less of other till be ratio between the 

marginal productivity and price of each factor becomes equal. The least cost combination will 

be achieved, when: 

  

MRP of Factor A = MRP of Factor B = MRP of Factor C = MRP of Factor N 

Price of Factor A    Price of Factor B   Price of Factor C   Price of Factor N 

  

In the long run, under conditions of perfect competition, the price of each factor of 

production is already determined in the market. An individual entrepreneur cannot affect the 

market price of various factors of production by his own individual action as his demand for a 

factor or factors forms only a small part of the total demand. He is a price taker. So, what he 

does is that he goes on employing each factor of production up to a point which makes 

marginal revenue productivity of the factor equals to its price. 

  

Diagram: 
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In the figure 18.1, the supply of labor is perfectly elastic. The wage (W) is equal to average 

wage (AW) and marginal wage, (MW) = W = AW = MW. At point E, the MRP of labor is 

equal to marginal wage (MW). The producer is-in equilibrium at point E. He will employ ON 

units of labor because when ON units of labor are employed, the marginal revenue 

productivity of labor MRPL = Wage. To the left of E the MRP of labor is higher than wage 

(MRP > W), the producer will increase the units of labor. To the right of the MRPL < wage, 

so the firm will curtail the units of labor. It is only at point E, the firm is in equilibrium where 

MRPL = Wage. 

  

Assumptions: 

  

The theory of marginal productivity is based on the following assumptions: 

  

(i) Factor identical: It assumes that all the units of a factor are exactly alike and so can be 

substituted to any extent. 

  

(ii) Factors can be substituted: It is assumed that the various factors of production, which help 

in the production of particular commodity can also be substituted for one another. We can use 

more of labor or less of land or more of labor and less of capital. 

  

(iii) Perfect mobility of factors: It is assumed that the various factors of production can be 

moved from one use to another. 

  

(iv) Application of law of diminishing return: The theory rests en the assumption that the law 

of diminishing returns applies also to the organization of a business. 

  

(v) Perfect competition: It is based on the assumption that the reward of each factor of 

production is determined under conditions, of perfect competition and full employment. 

  

Criticism: 

  

The marginal productivity theory has been subjected to scathing criticism on the following 

grounds. 

  

(i) Theory based on unrealistic assumptions: The theory is based on a very wrong 

assumption, that all the units of a factor of production are homogeneous. The fact is that 

neither all land, nor all labor, nor all capital, nor all organizations are alike. We know it very 

well that labor varies in efficiency; capital in form, land in fertility and entrepreneur in 

ability. 

  

(ii) Factors are not perfect substitutes: It is also wrong to assume that the factors of 

production are close substitutes for one another. Labor is not a perfect substitute for capital, 

and vice versa. So is also the case with land in relation to other factors of production. 

  

(iii) Law of proportionate return: The theory rests on a very wrong assumption that the law of 

diminishing returns applies to a business. Is this not a fact that when there is proportionate 

increase in the factors of production, "the law of diminishing return is held in, abeyance in all 

businesses. 

  

(iv) Wage cuts does not determine demand: According to this theory, if employment is to be 

increased, the wages should be lowered. J.M. Keynes vehemently disagrees with this view 

and says that this may be true in case of an individual firm or industry but it is wrong when it 

is applied to aggregate or effective demand. 



(v) Difficulty In the measurement of MP: The other criticism levied on the marginal 

productivity theory by Tausslng, Davenport and Ardiance is that production is the outcome of 

joint efforts of different factors and so it is not possible to separate the contribution of each 

factor individually. 

  

(vi) Effect of withdrawal of a factor: Hobson criticizes this theory on the ground that if a 

factor of production which works in co-operation with other factors is withdrawn, it will 

disorganize the whole business and it may result in the decrease of production which may be 

greater than the addition made by the factor withdrawn. 

  

(vii) Factor units cannot be raised: Another criticism levied by Hobson on the marginal 

productivity theory is that there are many cases in which the variations in the use of factors is 

not possible. The proportion in which factors of production are to be employed is already 

determined by the technical conditions prevailing in a business. For instance, there are many 

machines for the working of which only one labor is required. If we engages two laborers, it 

will not be of much use. A variation in proportions in such cases are not possible, therefore, 

the marginal productivity of such a factor cannot be ascertained. 

  

(viii) One sided: The marginal productivity theory is also criticized on the ground that it 

assumes the supply of a factor or factors as fixed while in reality the remuneration paid to a 

factor does influence its supply. As the theory approaches the problem only from the side of 

demand and neglects the effect of supply, therefore, it cannot be accepted as true. 

  

(ix) Static theory: Marginal productivity theory neglects the problem of technical change 

altogether. It is therefore, static theory. 

  

Conclusion: 

  

From all that we have said above, It can be concluded that the Theory is true only under the 

assumption of perfect competition and state of full employment Fraser has commented on the 

theory of distribution as such: 

  

"No economist would claim that theory is as yet complete, even as a purely academic 

structure of framework. It has the defects of its quantities being simple and self-consistent; it 

is abstract and impersonal it is quantity of sins both of omission and commission; its 

postulates are unduly rigid and narrow". 

  

In the words of Samuelson: 

  

Marginal productivity theory is not a theory that at explains wages, rent or interest; on the 

contrary it simply explains how factors of production are hired by the firms, once their prices 

are known". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Definition and Meaning of Rent: 
  

The term 'rent' is an unfortunate one. Its meanings in Economics differ from the ordinary 

usage. In the every day speech, the term, rent is applied to the periodic payments made 

regularly for the hire of a particular asset. 

  

For example, the payments made by a tenant to the owner of a house, or factory or land on 

weekly, monthly, or yearly basis is a rent in the popular sense. 

  

In Economics: 

  

"The concept of rent or to be more precise 'economic rent' is used in a special sense. 

According to the classical economists, rent is a price of land. It is a payment made by a tenant 

farmer to the landlord for the use of original and Indestructible powers of the soil". 

  

Modern Concept of Rent: 

  

The modem economists do not use the concept of economic rent in the restricted some. They 

apply rent to all the factors of production which do not have a perfect elastic supply. 

According to them: 

  

"Economic rent is a surplus or excess over the transfer earnings". 

  

In the words of Boulding: 

  

"Economic rent may be defined an any payment to a unit of production which Is in excess of 

the minimum amount necessary to keep that factor In its present occupation". 

  

Example: 

  

For example, a typist is ready to work for $4600 per month in a college but he is paid $4900 

per month. This is because of the fact that the market demand for the typists is greater than its 

supply. So long as the supply cannot be adjusted to demand the typist will continue earning a 

payment in excess of $4600 of the amount which is necessary to keep him in that occupation. 

This monthly surplus money of $300 (4900 - 4600 = $300) is an economic rent. 

 

 

Ricardian Theory of Rent/Ricardian Model of Rent: 
  

Definition: 

  

The theory of economic rent was first propounded by the English Classical Economist David 

Ricardo (1773 -1823). David Ricardo in his book. "Principles of Political Economy and 

Taxation", defined rent as that: 

  

"Portion of the produce of the earth which is paid to a landlord on account of the original and 

indestructible powers of the soil, Ricardo in his theory of rent has emphasized that rent is a 

reward for the services of land which is fixed in supply. Secondly, it arises due to original 

qualities of land which are indestructible". (The original indestructible powers of the soil 

include natural soil, fertility, mineral deposits, climatic conditions etc., etc.). 
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 Assumptions: 

  

(i) Rent Under Extensive Cultivation. 

  

(ii) Rent Under Intensive Cultivation. 

  

Explanation and Example of Ricardian Theory of Rent: 

  

Rent Under Extensive Cultivation: 

  

According to Ricardo: 

  

"All the units of land are not of the same grade. They differ in fertility and location. The 

application of the same amount of labor, capital and other cooperating resources give rise to 

difference in productivity. This difference in productivity or the surplus which arises on the 

superior units of land over the inferior units is an economic rent". 

  

The Ricardian theory of rent is explained by taking an example: 

  

Schedule: 

  

Grades of Land Yield in Quintals per 

Acre 

Price per Quintal ($) Total Return ($) 

A 50 50 2500 

B 35 60 2100 

C 20 70 1400 

D 15 80 1200 

  

In the above schedule, we assume that there are four grades of land A, B, C and D in an 

uninhabited country. A grade land is more fertile than B grade land. B grade land is superior 

to C grade and so is C grade to D grade land. 

  

Following Ricardo let us assume, a batch of settlers migrate to this island. They begin 

cultivating A grade land which yield 50 quintals of wheat per acre. Let us suppose now that 

the population of that country increases and A grade land is not sufficient to meet the food 

requirements of the growing population. The inhabitants of that country shall then have to 

bring under cultivation B grade land. With the identical amounts of labor and capital. B grade 

land yields 35 quintals of wheat per acre. A surplus of 15 quintal of wheat {50 - 35 = 15) 

which arises with the same outlay on A grade land is an economic rent. B grade land being a 

marginal land gives no rent. When owing to the pressure of growing population and a rise in 

demand for food, C grade land is brought under cultivation, it yields only 20 quintals of 

wheat with the identical amount of labor and capital. With the cultivation of C grade land, the 

economic rent of A grade land is now raised to 30 quintals per acre: (50 - 20 = 30) and that of 

B grade land 15 quintals of wheat per acre. C grade land is a no rent land as it is cultivated at 

the margin. 

  

If the expenses of production on A grade of land yielding 50 quintals of wheat are $2500 and 

the market price of total yield on A grade land is also $2500, then A grade land only will be 

brought under cultivation. A grade land here is the marginal land. If the price of agricultural 



produce increases ($60 per quintal) and the expenses of producing wheat on B grade land are 

equal to the market price of the produce i.e.. $2100, then B grade of land which was hitherto 

neglected would be brought under cultivation. B grade land then becomes the marginal land. 

Similarly, D grade land will be the marginal land when it compensates the cultivator by 

giving a yield of $1200, and enjoys no surplus over cost. Marginal land is thus not fixed. It 

varies with the changes in the price of agricultural produce. If population increase still further 

and the demand for food increases, then D grade land will be brought under plough. The 

surplus or economic rent of A grade land will go up to 35 quintals (50 - 15 = 35), of B grade 

20 quintals, of C grade 5 quintals. D grade land being the marginal land yields no rent. 

  

Diagram: 

  

The Ricardian model is now explained with the help of a diagram: 

  

 
  

In the figure (19.1), the various grades of land in the descending order of fertility are plotted 

on OX axis and yield per acre is shown on OY axis. The cultivated area due to pressure of 

population and the rising demand for food is pushed to D grade of land which is a marginal 

land. The owner of A grade of land gets a surplus, or economic rent of 35 quintals of wheat, 

of B, 20 quintals and on C grade, the rent is 5 quintals of wheat. 

  

Rent Under Intensive Cultivation: 

  

The theory of rent which has been discussed above applies to Intensive margin of cultivation. 

The surplus or economic rent also arises to the land cultivated intensively. This occurs due to 

the operation of the famous law of diminishing returns. 

  

When the land is cultivated intensively, the application of additional doses of labor and 

capital brings in less and less of yield. The dose whose cost just equates the value of marginal 

return is regarded marginalor no rent dose. The rent arises on all the infra-marginal doses. 

  

For example, the application of first unit of labor and capital to a plot of land yields 25 

quintals of wheat, the 2nd dose gives 15 quintals of wheat and with third it drops down to 10 

quintals only, the farmer applies only 3 doses of labor and capital as the total outlay on the 

third does equals its return. The rent when measured from the third or marginal dose is 15 

quintal       (25 - 10 = 15) on first dose and 5 quintal on second dose (15 -10 = 5). The third 

dose is a no rent dose. 
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Criticism of Ricardian Theory of Rent: 

  

(i) No Original and Indestructible Power: Ricardo is of the opinion that rent is paid due to the 

original and indestructible powers of the soil. It is pointed out that there are no powers of the 

soil which are indestructible. As we go on cultivating a piece of land time and again, its 

fertility gradually diminishes. To this criticism, it is replied that there are properties of the 

soil, such as climate situation, sunshine, humidity, soil composition, etc., which are infect 

original and indestructible. 

  

(ii) Wrong Assumption of 'No Rent Land': Ricardo assumes the existence of no-rent land. A 

land which just meets the cost of cultivation. The modern economists are of the opinion that 

if a plot of land can be put to several uses, then it does yield rent. 

  

(iii) Rent Enters Into Price: According to Ricardo, rent does not enter into price. The modern 

economists are of the opinion that it does eater into price. 

  

(iv) Wrong Assumption of Perfect Competition: Ricardo is of the opinion that perfect 

competition prevails between the landlord and the tenant, but in the actual world, it is 

imperfect competition which is the order of the day. 

  

(v) All Lands are Equally Fertile: Ricardo assumes that rent arises due to difference in the 

fertility of the soil. But the modern economists assert that if all lands are equally fertile, even 

then the rent will arise. The rent can arise: (a) if the produce is not sufficient to meet the 

requirements of the people, and (b) due the operation of the law of diminishing returns. 

  

(vi) Historically Wrong: Carey and Roscher have criticized the orders of cultivation assumed 

by Ricardo. They are of the opinion that it is not necessary that A grade land will be 

cultivated first, even if it lies far away from the city. To this it is replied by Walker that when 

Ricardo uses the words 'best land' he means by it the land which is superior both in fertility 

and in situation. 

  

(vii) Neglect of Scarcity Principle: It is pointed out by the modem economists that the 

concept of rent can be easily explained with the help of the scarcity principle and so there is 

no need to have a separate theory of rent. 

 

Definition of Interest: 
  

"Interest is the price paid by the borrower to the lender for the use of borrowed funds during a 

certain period". 

  

In the words of Eastham: 

  

"Interest is the payment for parting with the advantage of liquid control of money balances". 

  

According to Batch: 

  

"Interest is the price paid for the use of money or credit". 

  

It is normally expressed as a percentage on the funds loaned or borrowed. 

  

 

 



In the words of J. M. Keynes: 

  

"Interest is the premium which has to be offered to induce people to hold their wealth in some 

form other than hoarded money". 

  

Example: 

  

For instance, if a man gives a loan of $1000 to a needy person for a year and charges 9% per 

annum as the price for the use of loaned funds, we say that the rate of interest in 9% per 

annum. 

  

The payment which is generally made for the use of money loan able funds is in fact a gross 

interest.Pure interest is only a part of the gross interest. 

 

Keynesian Theory of Interest/Liquidity Preference Theory of 

Interest: 
  

Definition: 

  

J.M. Keynes in his epoch-making book the General Theory of employment, Interest and 

Money, has put forward a new theory of interest. According to him: 

  

"Interest is not the price for waiting. It is not the remuneration necessary to call forth saving 

because a man may save money, bury it in his backyard and get nothing from it in the way of 

interest. Interest is the reward for surrendering liquidity, i.e., a reward for dispensing with the 

convenience of holding money immediately available". 

  

Example: 

  

Just to make it more clear, we take an example. Suppose, you lend a sum of $1000 to a 

person for six months in return for a promise to get something extra in addition to the sum 

borrowed. If the borrower returns you the same amount of money after six months, will you 

be interested to part with or lend your ready money? Well, if you are a philanthropist, then 

you may. But in case you are not, then some incentive must be given to you for dispensing 

with the convenience of holding money immediately available. 

  

Interest is, thus, the reward for parting with liquid control over cash for a specific period, or 

we say: 

  

"Interest is the payment for parting with the advantages of liquid control of money balance". 

  

Here, a question can be asked as to why the need for liquidity arises when people can 

earn interest by lending their ready money. Keynes has given three distinct motives of 

demand for money or holding money in liquid form. 

  

(i) Demand for Money: 

  

The main components of demand for money are as under: 

  

(a) Transaction motive. 

  

(b) Precautionary motive. 
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(c) Speculative motive. 

  

(a) Transaction motive. Transaction demand for money refers to the demand for money to 

hold cash balances for day to day transactions. The transaction motive relates to the desire of 

households and firms to keep a certain amount of cash in hand in order to bridge the interval 

between the receipt of income and expenditure. The transaction demand for money depends 

upon (i) size of income (ii) time gap between the receipt of income and (iii) spending habit of 

the people. 

  

Formula: 

  

In symbols we can write: 

  

L1 = F(y) 

  

Here: 

  

L1 is the transaction demand for money and F(y) shows it to be a function of income. 

  

(b) Precautionary motive. The precautionary motive relates to the desire of households and 

business concerns to hold a certain portion of the total ready money in cash in order to meet 

certain unforeseen or unexpected expenses like fire, theft etc. This demand for money 

depends upon (i) size of income, (ii) nature of the people and (iii) foresightedness of the 

people. 

  

As transaction and the precautionary motives for holding cash depend upon income, as they 

are income elastic, Keynes has put them together. It is expressed in symbols us: 

  

L2 = F(y) 

  

Which means that the liquidity preference on account of the two motives called L2 is a 

function of income. 

  

(c) Speculative motive. The speculative motive relates to the desire of the households and 

firms to keep a portion of their resources in ready cash in order to take advantage of changes 

in the interest rates. If people expect a rise in the rate of interest in the future, they will try to 

hold money in cash in order to lend it in the future. Conversely, if they expect a fall in the 

rate of interest, they will at once like to invest money now in order to avail themselves of the 

advantages of high rate of interest. Thus, we find that an expected rise in rate of interest 

stimulates liquidity preference and an' expected fall has the opposite effect. It is written in 

symbols as: 

  

L3 = F(r) 

  

The liquidity preference for speculative demand for money is a function of expected changes 

in the rate of interest. 

  

We have discussed in all the three factors which exercise powerful influence on the people's 

desire to hold money. The first two factors, i.e. the transaction motive and the precautionary 

motive are not very much Influenced by; the changes in the rate of interest, but the third 

factor, viz, speculative motive is very sensitive to the changes in the interest rate. The major 

portion of money which people want to hold in the form of cash infact is meant for 

speculative purposes. When the rate of interest in a community is high, people hold less 

money in the form of cash because by lending it to other, they earn a sufficient amount of 



money. Conversely if the rate of interest is low, people will not be very anxious to lend 

money. So the total money held by individuals and business firms will be high. In short, the 

demand foe money to hold in cash under speculative purposes is a function of the current rate 

of interest. It increases as the interest rate falls and decrease as the interest rate rises. We can 

say that demand for money for speculative motive is a decreasing function of the rate of 

interest as is shown in the fig. 21.2. 

  

Diagram/Curve: 

  

 
  

In fig, 21.2, along OX is measured the demand for money which people want to hold in the 

form of cash and along OY is shown the rate of interest. FG is the liquidity preference curve 

which slopes downward from left to right. When rate of interest is high, i.e. OL, the demand 

for money to hold in the form of ready money or cash is OS only. When the interest rate falls 

to OH, then the demand for money to hold in cash increases to ON. 

  

(ii) Supply of Money: 

  

The supply of money depends upon the currency issued by the central bank or the policy 

followed by the government of the country. The supply of money consists of currency and 

demand deposits. In the short run, the supply of money is assumed to be constant. 

Determination of the rate of interest. 

  

According to J.M. Keynes: 

  

The rate of interest is determined at a where demand for money is equal to the supply of 

money. 

  

M = Sm 

  

M = Total demand for money. 

  

Sm = supply of money. 

  



 
  

In the figure (21.3), the rate of interest as determined by the interaction of the forces of 

demand and supply of money is OR, if there is any deviation from this interest rate, it will not 

be stable. For example, if the interest rate is OR1 it will lead to more supply of money (by 

PQ) than its demand. This will lead to fall in the interest rate. The interest rate OR2 is also 

not stable. Here demand for money is more than its supply by P/Q1. This will lead to rise in 

interest rate. 

  

Criticism: 

  

Keynes theory of interest is criticized on the following grounds: 

  

(i) Indeterminate: J M. Keynes has criticized the classical theory of interest as being 

indeterminate. According to him, these theories do not take income changes into account. The 

fact is that Keynes theory of interest itself assumes a particular level of income and does not 

take income changes into account. As such it is also indeterminate. 

  

(ii) Ignores real factors: The theory put forward by Keynes offers only a monetary 

explanation of the determination of rate of interest. It altogether ignores the real factors such 

as marginal productivity of capital, thrift etc., which work behind the demand for money and 

supply of it. 

  

(iii) No liquidity without saving: According to Keynes, interest is the reward for parting with 

liquidity. It is in no way as inducement for saving. According to Jocob Viner, it is saving 

which makes funds available to be kept as liquid. Without saving, there can be no liquidity to 

surrender. Keynes has ignored this aspect in the determination of rate of interest. 

  

(iv) Interest in the short run: Keynes theory explain the determination of the rate of interest in 

the short run. It fails to explain the rate of interest in the long run. 

  

(v) Not an integrated theory: According to Hicks, Learner, the rate of interest along with the 

level of income is determined by (a), marginal efficiency of capital, (b) consumption 

function, (c) the liquidity preference function and (d) the quantity of money function. Keynes 

has discussed the last two elements in his interest theory and has ignored the. first two 

elements. The theory of interest is, thus, not properly integrated by Keynes. 

 

 

 



Wages 

Meaning. 

Wages are a payment for the services of labour whether mental or physical. It 

includes all payments (allowances etc.) which are made to labour. Wages include 

fees, commissions and salaries. In Economics wages is that part of the National 

income which every type of labourer gets for his work. 

 

Kinds of  wages: 

Time wages: 

Time wages may be paid weekly, fortnightly or monthly and partly at the end 

of the year in the form of bonus. These are time wages. But the bonus may be a task 

wage if a work is finished within a specified period or before that. 

 Sometimes time wages are supplemented by wages earned by working extra 

time. They are overtime wages. 

Price wages: wages are also paid in accordance with the amount of work done. For 

example, in a shoe factory of a tailoring department wages are paid as per one pair 

of shoes or pants  manufactured. 

Money wages or nominal wages : relate to the amount of money income 

received by workers for their services in production. 

Real wages: include the various facilities benefits and comforts which 

workers receive in terms of goods and services for their work in addition to the 

money wages of workers. Real wages depend upon the price level, money wages, 

nature of work, future prospects, trade expenses, social prestige and condition of 

work.  

 

The Modern Theory of wages 

According to the modern theory of wages, wage rate like any price is 

determined by the Demand for and supply of Labour. This theory assumes perfect 

competition and absence of trade unions, what forces determine the demand for and 

supply of labour. 

 

Assumptions of the Theory. 

 

The theory is based on the following assumptions: 

1. There is full employment of labour vacant jobs are filled at the same time. 

2. There is perfect mobility of workers in different employments. 



3. There are many workers and employers in the labour market and no single 

worker or employer can influence the wage rate. 

4. Workers and employers have perfect knowledge of labour market. Employers 

know where the workers are available and at what wage rate. 

5. There is freedom of occupation. Any  worker can work with any employer. 

 

Demand for labour. 

The demand for labour is dependent on various factors such as:- 

a. Demand for a product: 

The demand for labour is derived from the demand of the product it produces. 

In case the demand for the product increases, the demand for labour would 

also increase. However, this is the expected demand of the product and not 

the current demand. Therefore the expected demand of the product 

determines the demand for labour. 

 

b. Other factors of Production: 

The price and amount of other factors of production affects the demand for 

labour. For example, if other factors of production are expensive then the 

demand for labour would be high. Similarly, an increase in the demand for 

technology would reduce the demand for labour. 

 

Marginal Productivity 

Marginal Productivity is the most important factor that helps in the determination of 

demand for labour. An employer hires labour to increase his profit. An employer 

would employ labour until the increase in number of labour would increase the net 

output but at the diminishing rate. He will not hire anymore labour when the output 

produced by an additional labour is equal to the additional cost incurred to hire that 

labour. Therefore the wages paid to the labour is equal to the additional output 

produced by that labour. 

 

Supply of labour. 

Supply of labour refers to the number of hours spent by labour in the factor 

market. The relationship between wages and the quantity of  labour is direct one. 

Greater quantity of labour is offered at rising wage levels. 

Factors affecting the supply of labour. 

In an economy there are several factors that influence the supply of labour:- 

a. The rate of population growth. 

b. The ages and sex distribution of population. 

c. The working hours. 

d. The normal period of education and training. 

e. Labour laws regarding the employment of child and woman labour. 



f. The mobility of labour. 

It is the mobility of labour which determines the elasticity of the supply of labour. 

Wage determination 

The determination of wages as a result of the intersection of the two curves is shown 

in the below diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantity of Labour 

 

In the above diagram, DD is the demand curve for labour. It slopes 

downwards to the right. SS is the supply curve of labour. It slopes upwards to the 

right. The two curves cut each other at point P. PM is the equilibrium rate of wages 

while OM represents the quantity of labour  demanded and supplied. At a wage 

higher than PM, some workers will not be able to find employment. So, the wages 

will come down till all the workers can be employed. If the wage rate is below PM, 

the demand for workers will exceed the supply and the wage rate will rise through 

competition among the employers of labour. 

 

 



Profit 

 

Meaning 

In Economics, the term profit is defined as the net income of a business after all the 

other costs – rent, wages and interest etc. have been  deducted from the total income. The 

early classical economists regarded profit as accruing to the capitalist who supplied capital 

and owned the business. The first systematic explanation of the nature of profit was given by 

Marshall in terms of demand and supply of entrepreneurs. According to Clark Knight and 

Schumpeter, “It is an income which arises out of change” Walker looked upon profit as the 

reward of the entrepreneur with a superior ability than others. Hawley ascribed it to the 

entrepreneurs risk taking. The greater the risk undertaken, the larger the profit. 

 

Gross profit and Net profit 

 

Gross profit includes. 

- Rent on land 

- Interest on capital. 

- Wages of management 

- Depreciation charges. 

- Insurance charges. 

 

Net profit or pure profit. 

Net profit or pure profit is the residue left to the entrepreneur after deducting rent on 

land , interests on capital, wages of management, depreciation charges and insurance charges. 

Net profit includes:- 

- Reward for uncertainty bearing. 

- Reward for co-ordination. 

- Rent of ability. 

- Reward of innovation. 

- Monopoly gains. 

- Windfalls. 

 

 

The Innovation theory of Profit. 

 



This theory was propounded by Prof. Joseph A . Schumpeter. Schumpeter attributes 

profits to dynamic changes resulting from an innovation. He takes a capitalist closed 

economy which is in a stationary equilibrium. This equilibrium is characterized by 

Schumpeter a “Circular flow” which continues to repeat itself forever. In such static state 

there is perfectly competitive equilibrium. The price of each product just equals its cost of 

production and there is no profit. 

 Only exogenous factors like weather conditions can cause changes in the circular flow 

temporarily and the economy would again reach a circular flow position. 

 It is the entrepreneur who disturbs the channels of this circular flow by the 

introduction of an innovation. Thus Schumpeter attributes the role of an innovator to the 

entrepreneur and not to the capitalist. The entrepreneur introduces something entirely new. 

 The entrepreneur gets credit from the banks and uses his ability to untap the existing 

technical knowledge. This brings about an innovation which disturbs the circular flow of 

production in the economy and leads to the emergence of profits. 

 According to Schumpeter, an innovation may consists of :- 

a. The introduction of a new product. 

b. The introduction of a new method of production. 

c. The opening up of a new market. 

d. The discovery of a new source of raw material and 

e. The reorganization of an industry. 

When anyone of these innovations is introduced by an entrepreneur, it tends to reduce the 

cost of production of the commodity below its selling price profits emerge. 

 So long as this particular innovation remains a secret, the entrepreneur continues to 

earn profits. But this state of affairs cannot continue indefinitely. Other entrepreneurs follow 

this innovation. Competition in factor services tends to raise the cost of production and 

increase in production brings prices downward. This dual tendency leads to the disappearance 

of profits. 

 The emergence of profits due to an innovation is not peculiar to only one industry. 

Innovation in one field may induce other innovations in related fields. Profits may continue to 

arise and disappear. They are a temporary phenomena which accrue to the entrepreneur who 

innovates. But after sometime when it becomes common, profits disappear. 

 

 

 

Criticism of the theory. 

 



1. The element of uncertainty finds no place in Schumpeter’s innovations theory profit 

is not regarded as the reward of uncertainty which is not a correct view for every 

innovation is associated with uncertainty. 

2. Innovation is not the only function for which entrepreneur earns profit. 

Entrepreneur earns profit because of his organizational ability when he is able to 

reduce business costs. 

3. Schumpeter regards the risk taking as the function of capitalist and not of 

entrepreneur. But in his book capitalism, socialism and democracy, he says that the 

rapid economic development of the 19th century in capitalist economies was partly 

due to many innovations made by entrepreneurs who happened to be risk takers. It 

is the shareholders of modern corporations who undertake risks and thus earn 

profits. 

 

 


